
Figure 1. A) CRISM band parame-

ter maps highlighting layered sul-

fate rock (red), mafic sediment 

(green), and clay rock (blue) [4]. 

B) Gaussian Mixture Model clus-

ters from CRISM and THEMIS-TI 

data with correlation coefficients 

highlighting the relationship be-

tween sulfate parameter magnitude 

and TI. C) perspective view of TI 

overlain on CTX with CTX-stereo-

derived DEM elevation (5x exag.). 

Higher TIs appear on wind-

ward/wind-funneled slopes. D) 

counted crater (>20 m dia.) kernel 

density map (red) is anticorrelated 

with TI (green). 
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ABSTRACT 

 Model-derived thermal inertias (TIs) have frequently been used to help distinguish geologic units in mapping 

efforts of the surface of Mars. Generally, higher TI values are associated with compacted surfaces and bedrock, 

while lower values are associated with poorly consolidated sediments and other friable deposits [1]. 

 Our efforts to map layered sedimentary deposits within equatorial craters on Mars have revealed an inconsistent 

correlation between TI and geologic unit type [2]. Over areas where surface landform morphologies and VNIR spec-

tra remain relatively constant, modeled TI sometimes varies dramatically.  

 One possible explanation for the patterns in TI is that thin dust coatings have a strong influence on surface tem-

peratures, and that dust accumulation is limited in very friable units and regions of high wind velocities by aeolian 

erosion [3]. If this is the case, it will force us to reassess how we use TI maps in geologic mapping. 

 We tested the localized dust cover hypothesis by taking a statistical approach to uncovering nuanced relation-

ships between mineral signals, crater densities, wind patterns and TI. We found that surface TI is frequently reduced 

on heavily cratered terrains and leeward slopes compared to crater-free surfaces containing erosional landforms (e.g. 

yardangs) and windward slopes. As a result, we suggest that geologic mapping efforts on Mars must consider local 

erosional patterns and abrasion susceptibility when using thermal inertia as a tool for differentiating geologic units. 
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